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Motivated by a problem arising in the design of telecom-
munications networks using the SONET standard, we
consider the problem of covering all edges of a graph
using subgraphs that contain at most k edges with the
objective of minimizing the total number of vertices in
the subgraphs. We show that the problem is ����-hard
when k ≥ 3 and present a linear-time
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-approximation algorithm. For even k values, we present
an approximation scheme with a reduced ratio but with
increased complexity. © 2002 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The edge-partitioning problem presented in this paper is
motivated by a problem in the design of SONET telecom-

munication networks. In a SONET ring, customer sites are
connected via a ring of fiber-optic cable, each one sending,
receiving, and relaying messages through a device called an
add–drop-multiplexer (ADM). A bandwidth request, or de-
mand, is given for every pair of sites. Each SONET ring
serves a collection of demand pairs. The capacity of a ring
must accommodate the sum of the bandwidth requests of all
the demand pairs it serves. The problem is to partition all
customer demand pairs into subsets so that the traffic in
each subset is bounded by a given capacity limit. A site may
be assigned to more than one ring, but the traffic between
two sites cannot be split between rings. It is assumed that
there are no digital cross connects (DCS) to transfer the
traffic from one ring to another. A site requires an ADM for
each ring to which it is assigned. The objective is to mini-
mize the total number of the ADMs.

The problem can be formulated as an optimization prob-
lem defined on an edge-weighted graph. The vertices of the
graph correspond to customer sites while the weight of an
edge between two vertices corresponds to the bandwidth
request for the pair of sites linked by the edge. The problem
is then to cover the edges of the graph with a set of
edge-disjoint subgraphs such that the total weight of the
edges covered by each subgraph is at most a given ring
capacity. Since the subgraphs have no edges in common, we
say that they partition the edges of the graph. The ring
capacity is fixed and determined by the size of the ADMs
being used. ADMs come in an industry-standard set of
sizes, for example, 155 or 622 megabits per second, and all
rings must use the same size ADM. The objective is to
minimize the total number of vertices used in all subgraphs,
which corresponds to the total number of ADMs.
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Exact methods and heuristics for this problem are pre-
sented by Lee et al. [5] and by Sutter et al. [7]. In this paper,
we focus on the “uniform” version of the problem where all
bandwidth pair requests are equal and the ring capacity is k
times this common demand unit. The study of the uniform
case can provide important insights for the more general
weighted problem. Our results can be immediately extended
to a variant of the weighted case where demand splitting is
allowed by formulating the problem on a multigraph where
d units of demand between sites u and v are represented by
d edges between vertices u and v. Note, however, that this
transformation is polynomial only if d is bounded by a
polynomial in the number of links in the network.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we
define the uniform version of the edge-partitioning problem
formally as the k-Edge-Partitioning Problem (k-EP) and
show that it is ��-hard for k � 3. In Section 3, we present
a linear-time
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-approximation algorithm called the k-cover algorithm. We
present a postprocessing routine and approximation scheme
for even values of k in Section 4. A summary of results for
different values of k appears in Table 1.

2. THE k-EDGE-PARTITIONING PROBLEM
(k-EP) AND BOUNDS ON THE OPTIMAL
SOLUTION

Throughout this paper, G � (V, E) is a simple (i.e.,
without loops or multiple edges) undirected graph with
vertex set V, �V� � n, and edge set E, �E� � m. We use the
term size to refer to the number of edges in a graph. The

notation (i, j) refers to the undirected edge between vertices
i and j. A simple path with � edges is called an �-path and
a set of three edges sharing a common vertex is called a
3-star.

Given a graph G � (V, E) and an integer k � �E�, define
the k-Edge-Partitioning Problem (k-EP) as that of partition-
ing E into a collection of sets � � {R1, R2, . . . } such that
�Ri� � k for all Ri � � and ¥Ri

� � �Vi� is minimized,
where Vi is the set of vertices in the subgraph induced by the
edge set Ri.

We say that an edge e � E is covered by Ri � � if
e � Ri. Each set of edges Ri induces a subgraph of G.
Suppose that edge e is covered by set Ri. The density or
charge for covering e is the number of vertices in the
subgraph induced by Ri divided by �Ri�. Note that the sum
of the edge densities over all edges in the graph is equal to
the number of vertices used by � to cover E. Thus, k-EP
may also be stated as a problem of covering E with sub-
graphs of size k or smaller so as to minimize the total, or
equivalently average, charge per edge. To compute the
approximation ratio for a k-EP solution �, we divide the
upper bound (the average charge per edge in �) by the
lower bound established in the following lemma:

Lemma 2.1. The average charge per edge in any k-EP
solution is at least

1

k

1 � �8k � 1

2
.

Proof. We need at least p vertices to cover any set of
k edges where p is the smallest integer such that k � (2

p). In
any solution, the minimum number of vertices is at least
(mp)/k. This minimum is obtained if the edges of the graph
can be partitioned into sets of k edges such that each set
induces a complete graph with p vertices. The minimum
density for any edge is p/k. Note that k � (2

p) � ( p2/ 2)
� ( p/ 2) which implies the following relationship between
p and k:

p2 � p � 2k f 4p2 � 4p � 1 � 8k � 1 f

�2p � 1�2 � 8k � 1 f p �
1 � �8k � 1

2
.

As p is a positive integer, this implies that p �
(1 � �8k�1)/(2). Therefore, the charge per edge is at
least p/k � 1/k (1 � �8k�1)/(2). ■

Consider two extreme cases in the range of objective
function values for the k-EP problem. In the “worst” case,
each subgraph is a collection of m two-vertex subgraphs
(i.e., each edge is covered by itself). Such a solution uses
2m vertices to cover m edges. In the “best” case, all of the
edges adjacent to any given vertex are covered by the same
subgraph so that each vertex appears in exactly one cover-

TABLE 1. Approximation ratios for k-EP as a function of k.

k k-Cover Improved ratio for even k

3 3

2
—

4 3

2

4

3
� �

5 5

3
—

6 2 15

8
� �

7 7

4
—

8 2 48
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ing subgraph and the objective function value is n. This can
only happen if the degree of each vertex is at most k and
each connected component has k or fewer edges. For ex-
ample, suppose that G is a complete graph on four vertices.
When k � 6, the optimal k-EP solution is G itself and the
objective function value is 4. The worst possible solution
consists of six two-vertex subgraphs, one for each edge,
giving an objective function value of 12. In general, the
objective function value must be at least n and at most 2m.
Any solution will thus be at most (2m)/n times the opti-
mum, and the ratio gets worse for denser graphs. For the
remainder of this paper, we assume that the given graph is
connected and has at least three edges. Given a graph that is
not connected, we can apply our algorithms to its connected
components.

2.1. Complexity of k-EP

When k � 1, the trivial solution to k-EP is E itself with
2m vertices used, two for each edge. When k � 2, the
problem can be solved in O(m) time using an algorithm due
to Masuyama and Ibaraki [6]. For 3-EP, we are limited to
using the following basic subgraph types:

1. Triangles. These subgraphs are the most desirable to use
in a cover since they use, on average, only one vertex per
edge (the charge of covering an edge by a triangle is
one).

2. Subgraphs that are 3-stars or 3-paths using four vertices
to cover three edges for a charge of 4

3
vertices per edge.

3. 2-paths that use three vertices to cover two edges for a
charge of 3

2
vertices per edge.

4. Single edges that use two vertices per edge.

If we use triangles only to cover the edges, then we can
meet the lower bound of m on the number of vertices in the
covering subgraphs. However, the question of deciding
whether or not we can do this is ��-complete [3]. Thus, the
problem of covering the edges of a graph with a minimum
number of triangles is ��-hard. Given any fixed three-
edged tree Hi (a 3-path or a 3-star), the problem of parti-
tioning the edges of G into subgraphs isomorphic to Hi is
��-complete [2]. As we will now prove, k-EP is ��-hard
for k � 3.

The decision version of k-EP is stated as follows:

k-Edge-Partitioning Problem (k-EP)
Instance: An undirected graph G � (V, E), �V� � n, �E�

� m, and integers k and L.
Question: Is there a partition of E into sets � � {R1,

R2, . . . } such that the following conditions are met?

1. �Ri� � k for all Ri � � and
2. ¥Ri��

�Vi� � L where Gi � (Vi, Ri) is the subgraph
induced by Ri.

We show that the Edge-Partition into Triangles Problem
(EPT), which is known to be ��-complete [3], can be

reduced to k-EP in polynomial time. EPT is stated as
follows:
Edge-Partition into Triangles (EPT)
Instance: An undirected graph G � (V, E), �V� � n, �E�

� m.
Question: Is there a partition of E into sets {E1, E2, . . . ,

Em/3} such that each Ei induces a subgraph of G isomor-
phic to a complete three-vertex graph (i.e., a triangle)?

Theorem 2.1. The k-Edge-Partitioning Problem is ��-
complete.

Proof. The problem is clearly in ��, given a partition
�, the number of edges and vertices in each Ri � � can be
checked in linear time. Given an instance of the EPT,
construct an instance of k-EP on the same graph with k � 3
and L � m. We now show that this k-EP instance is a “yes”
instance if and only if the original EPT is also a “yes”
instance.

Consider a “yes” instance of the EPT. Let Ri � Ei for i
� 1, . . . , m/3. Since each set Ei is a triangle, �Ri� � 3 for
i � 1, . . . , m/3. Each set in � contains three vertices and
there are exactly m/3 sets, so ¥Ri

� � �Vi� � m. Thus, a
“yes” instance of EPT yields a “yes” instance of k-EP.

Suppose that the answer to the k-EP instance derived
from the original EPT instance is “yes.” Consider a partition
� that satisfies conditions 1 and 2 above. Let x and y be the
number of sets in � that consist of exactly one edge and
exactly two edges, respectively. We now show that x � y
� 0, which implies that �Ri� � 3 for all Ri � �. It follows
that all the associated Gi are triangles.

Since there are x sets each containing a single edge, �
requires at least (m � x)/3 sets to cover the remaining
edges. This means that ¥Ri

� � �Vi� � 2x � [3(m � x)]/3
� m � x. Thus, x � 0. Now, if there are y sets each
containing exactly two edges, then the remaining m � 2y
edges are covered by triangles and require at least (m
� 2y)/3 sets to be covered by �. This means that ¥Ri

� �
�Vi� � 3y � m � 2y � m � y. Thus, y � 0.

Since �Ri� � 3 for all Ri � �, it follows that all the
associated Gi are triangles. Thus, the answer to the EPT
instance must also be “yes.” Therefore, the EPT instance
has a “yes” answer if and only if the associated k-EP
instance has a “yes” answer. ■

3. THE k-COVER ALGORITHM

In this section, we present a linear-time
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-approximation algorithm for k-EP. As we will show, the
average charge per edge in the cover delivered by the
algorithm is at most 1 � (1/k/ 2). Recall from Lemma
2.1 that the minimum possible charge per edge is (1/k) (1
� �8k�1)/ 2. Thus, the approximation ratio for our
algorithm is
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This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 3.1,
we present a linear-time algorithm called rooted_tree_cover
that covers a rooted tree by partitioning its edges into trees
each of which have between k/ 2 and k edges. Since a tree
with k/ 2 edges has k/ 2 � 1 vertices, the charge per
edge for the resulting k-EP solution is (k/ 2 � 1) � k/ 2
� 1 � (1/k/ 2). In Subsection 3.2, we present the k-cover
algorithm for covering any connected graph. This algorithm
finds cycles in the graph and “opens” them. To open a cycle
C in a graph G � (V, E), we take an arbitrary edge (u, v)
� C, add a new node v	 to V, and replace (u, v) with a new
edge (u, v	). This process is repeated until G becomes a
tree G	. We then apply rooted_tree_cover to G	. The charge
per edge in G	 is at most 1 � (1/k/ 2). Since the actual
charge per edge in G can only be smaller, the k-cover
algorithm is a
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-approximation. The details of how this algorithm is imple-
mented and a proof of its correctness are presented in
Subsection 3.2.

3.1. Covering Trees

We now present an algorithm called rooted_tree_cover
used to cover the edges of a rooted tree T � (V, E). We use
the following notation to describe the algorithm: A sub-
graph of a given graph G � (V, E) that is a tree with a
designated root vertex is called a rooted tree. Given a rooted
tree T � (V, E) with root vertex r, define a leaf as any
vertex of degree one which is not the root. Given a vertex v
that is not the root, the parent of v is the first vertex on the
unique path from v to the root. A vertex whose parent is v
is said to be a child of v. We denote the children of vertex
v by ch(v). A descendant of v is any vertex w such that v
is on the unique path from w to the root. A subtree is a tree

induced by a vertex v, the root of the subtree, and all its
descendants. The set of edges of the subtree of T rooted at
vertex i is denoted by Ti. A child-tree of v is a partial
subtree formed by v with the subtree rooted at one of its
children together with the edge connecting v to that child.
Thus, if j � ch(i), then the child-tree of i associated with
vertex j is the tree formed by adding the edge (i, j) to Tj. �T�
denotes the number of edges in tree T. T�Ti denotes the tree
obtained by removing the subtree rooted at i, but not vertex
i itself, from T.

We now give a brief sketch of the algorithm before
presenting it formally: We assume that the vertices of the
tree passed to rooted_tree_cover have been assigned labels
or indices according to a postorder listing of V in which the
children of the vertex with index i all have indices in the set
{1, 2, . . . , i � 1}. In this order, the index of the root is n
� �T� � 1. A postorder listing of the vertices of a tree T can
be obtained in O(�T�)-time [1].

The algorithm visits the vertices in order according to the
postorder listing. It starts at vertex 1 and continues until it
reaches the first vertex i such that �Ti� � k/ 2. If �Ti� � k,
then Ti becomes one of the subgraphs used to cover the
graph, the edges of Ti are removed from the tree, and the
algorithm proceeds to vertex i � 1.

If �Ti� 
 k, then the algorithm finds a subtree T	i of Ti

such that k/ 2 � �T	i� � k. T	i becomes one of the
subgraphs used to cover the graph and its edges are removed
from the tree. This process is repeated until �Ti� � k/ 2, at
which point the algorithm proceeds to vertex i � 1. An
example of the algorithm is given in Appendix A. We now
give a formal description of the algorithm and establish its
complexity and correctness.

Procedure rooted_tree_cover (T, r, k)

Input: A tree T rooted at r and an integer k.
Output: A k-EP solution � for T with an average charge
per edge of at most 1 � (1/k/ 2).

Begin
� 4 A.

{ Phase 1 }
i 4 1
While �T� 
 3k/ 2 Do

�Ti� 4 �Ti � T�.
If �Ti� � k/ 2 Then

i 4 i � 1
Else If k/ 2 � �Ti� � k Then

� 4 � � Ti, T 4 T�{Ti}, i 4 i � 1
Else If �Ti� 
 k Then

While �Ti� � k/ 2 Do
Let p � i � 1 be largest so that ¥j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (�Tj�
� 1) � k
T	 4 �j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (Tj � {(i, j)})
Update: � 4 � � {T	}, T 4 T�{T	}, �Ti� 4 �Ti

� T�
End
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i 4 i � 1
End

{ Phase 2 }
If �T� � k Then � 4 � � {T}
Else

Begin
Let i be the smallest index such that �Ti� 
 k.
Let p � i � 1 be largest so that ¥j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (�Tj� �
1) � k
T	 4 �j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (Tj � {(i, j)}), � 4 � � {T	}
� {T�T	}
End

Output �
End

Lemma 3.1. Given a graph T � (V, E) with �E� 
 k,
rooted_tree_cover outputs a k-EP solution with an average
charge of at most 1 � (1/k/2).

Proof. When the algorithm reaches a vertex i such that
�Ti� 
 k it covers and removes child-trees of i until �Ti� �
k/ 2. Thus, the algorithm maintains the invariant condition
that �Ti� � k/ 2 after it visits vertex i.

By construction, the algorithm never adds a tree to �
with more than k edges. We now show that in Phase 1 it
never adds a tree to � with fewer than k/ 2 edges. Con-
sider a case where �Ti� 
 k when the algorithm reaches
vertex i. Let q be the smallest vertex index such that q
� ch(i) � T and q 
 p. By definition, ¥j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (�Tj�
� 1) � (�Tq� � 1) 
 k. Thus, ¥j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (�Tj� � 1)

 k � (�Tq� � 1). Since, �Tq� � k/2, then �Tq� � 1 � k/2.
Thus, �T	� � ¥j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (�Tj� � 1) � k/2. Therefore,
any tree added to � in Phase 1 has at least k/2 and no
more than k edges and it follows that the average charge
per edge is at most 1 � (1/k/2).

Since �T� 
 (3k)/ 2 at the start of Phase 1 and the
algorithm covers at most k edges in each iteration of the For
loop, and �T� � (3k)/ 2 at the start of Phase 2, it follows
that �T� � k/ 2 at the start of Phase 2. Thus, if �T� � k,
then every tree in � has at least k/ 2 edges and the average
charge per edge is at most 1 � (1/k/ 2).

If �T� 
 k at the start of Phase 2, then it is possible that
�T�T	� � k/ 2 (see Appendix A for an example). How-
ever, when �T� 
 k, the algorithm covers the last �T� edges
of the input tree with �T� � 2 vertices. Thus, the average
charge per edge for the edges covered in Phase 2 is at most
(�T� � 2)/�T� � (k � 3)/(k � 1) � 1 � (1/k/ 2). ■

Lemma 3.2. The complexity of rooted_tree_cover is
O(�E�), for an input tree T � (V, E).

Proof. For a given vertex i, Phase 1 of the algorithm
inspects each edge (i, j), where j � ch(i), at most twice:
once when it calculates �Ti� and possibly one more time
when it finds the largest p such that ¥j�1, j�ch(i)�T

p (�Tj� �
1) � k. Since it inspects each edge of the tree at most twice,

the complexity of Phase 1 is O(�E�). Similarly, the com-
plexity of Phase 2 is also O(�E�). Thus, the complexity of
the algorithm is O(�E�). ■

3.2. Covering Connected Graphs

The main steps of our
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-approximation algorithm for an arbitrary connected graph
G � (V, E) may be summarized as follows:

Procedure k-cover (G, k)
Input: A connected graph G � (V, E) and an integer k
Output: A k-EP solution � for G with an average charge
per edge of at most 1 � (2/k)

Step 1) Choose a root vertex r � V and find a rooted
spanning tree T � (V, ET) of G.
Step 2) Apply the algorithm open_cycles (see Subsection
3.2.1) to construct a tree G	 � (V	, E	).
Step 3) Cover G	 using rooted_tree_cover.
Step 4) Convert the cover of G	 to a cover G with the
algorithm close_cover (see Subsection 3.2.2).

Our algorithm begins by finding a rooted spanning tree T
� (V, ET) of G. It then selects an edge (u, v) in E�ET and
opens the cycle that would be created in T by adding (u, v)
to ET. This process is repeated for each edge in E�ET.
Figure 1 illustrates this idea; the edges in boldface form a
spanning tree of the original graph rooted at vertex 1.

Step 3 of the algorithm applies rooted_tree_cover to
produce a k-EP solution for G	. This solution is then
“closed” using the algorithm close_cover to obtain a k-EP
solution to original graph G. Figure 2 illustrates how a k-EP
solution for the open graph in Figure 1 is “closed” to obtain
a solution for the original graph.

After describing the details of open_cycles in Subsection
3.2.1 and close_cover in Subsection 3.2.2, we prove that the
k-cover k-EP algorithm is a linear-time
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-approximation algorithm for k-EP in Subsection 3.3.
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3.2.1. Opening the Cycles of a Connected Graph. In
addition to the notation introduced in the previous subsec-
tion, we need to define one more term before we present our
algorithm for opening the cycles of a graph. Let G � (V, E)
and G	 � (V	, E	) be graphs such that V � V	 and �E	� �
�E�. A function g : V	 3 V is called a closing function on
V	 if the function f : E	 3 E defined as f((u, v)) � ( g(u),
g(v)) is one-to-one and onto. The open_cycles algorithm
opens a given graph G � (V, E) into a tree G	 � (V	, E	)
and creates a closing function g that is used in the last step
of the k-cover algorithm to map the cover of E	 back to a
partition of the original edge set E.

Procedure open_cycles (G, T, r)

Input: A graph G � (V, E), a spanning tree T � (V, ET)
of G rooted at r
Output: A tree G	 � (V	, E	) rooted at r where V � V	,
�E	� � �E�, a closing function g : V	 3 V on V	.
Begin
V	 4 V, E	 4 ET, i 4 �V�
For All v � V

g(v) 4 v
For All (u, v) � E�ET

Begin
i 4 i � 1
V	 4 V	 � {i}
E	 4 {(u, i)}
ch(u) 4 ch(u) � {i}, ch(i) 4 A
g(i) 4 v
End

Output G	, g
End

Lemma 3.3. The graph G	 � (V	, E	) produced by open_
cycles is a rooted tree.

Proof. The algorithm begins by setting G	 � T. Thus,
G	 is a rooted tree before the For loop begins which
establishes the base case for an inductive argument to show
that the For loop maintains the invariant condition that G	
is a rooted tree.

Suppose that G	 � (V	, E	) is a rooted tree after
iteration i � 1. Without loss of generality, let (u, v) be the
next edge of E�ET processed in the For loop. Since G	 is a
rooted tree and u � V � V	, there is a unique path between
the root vertex r and u. Thus, there is a unique path between
r and the new vertex i when i is added to V	 and (u, i) is
added to E	. Since (u, i) is the only edge incident to i, there
is still a unique path between r and every vertex in V	�{i}.
Thus, the graph Ĝ � (V	 � {i}, E	 � {(u, i)}) is a rooted
tree. ■

Lemma 3.4. When the algorithm terminates, �E	� � �E�.

Proof. This is true by construction. The For loop adds
exactly one edge to E	 for each of E�ET and E	 � ET prior
to the loop. ■

Lemma 3.5. The function g : V	 3 V produced by the
algorithm is a closing function on V	.

Proof. Let Ê � E�ET, Ê	 � E	�ET. Consider an edge
(u, v) � Ê. When the For loop processes (u, v), it adds a
vertex i to V	, sets g(v) � i and adds (u, i) to E	. Clearly,
f((u, i)) � (u, v). Since the algorithm never adds another
edge to E	 that is incident to i, (u, i) is the only edge in Ê	
such that f((u, i)) � (u, v). Since the For loops adds
exactly one edge to E	 for each edge in Ê, it follows that the
function f((u, v)) � ( g(u), g(v)) is one-to-one and onto
for the domain Ê	 and range Ê.

Since g(v) � v for all v � V, f : E	 3 E is one-to-one
and onto for the domain ET and range ET. It follows that f
is one-to-one and onto for the domain E	 � ET � Ê	 and
range E � ET � Ê. ■

Lemma 3.6. The complexity of open_cycles is O(�E�) for
an input graph G � (V, E).

Proof. There are �E� iterations of the For loop and each
step of the loop can be done in constant time. Therefore, the
complexity of the algorithm is O(�E�). ■

3.2.2. Closing a k-EP Solution. We now present the
procedure close_cover for the last step of the k-cover algo-
rithm. This procedure takes the original graph G, the tree G	
and closing function g produced by the open_cycles algo-
rithm and the cover �	 of G	 produced by rooted_
tree_cover and outputs a cover � of G. As we will show in
Lemma 3.9, the charge per edge in � is less than or equal to
the charge per edge in �	.

FIG. 1. Opening the cycles of a connected graph.
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Procedure close_cover (G	, G, �	 � {C	1, C	2, . . . , C	�},
g)

Input: Graphs G	 � (V	, E	) and G � (V, E) with �E	� �
�E�, a cover �	 of E	 and a closing function g : V	 3 V on
V	
Output: A cover � of E
Begin
� 4 A
For i � 1 to ��	�

Ci 4 A
For All (u, v) � C	i

Ci 4 Ci � {( g(u), g(v))}
� 4 � � {Ci}

Output �
End

Lemma 3.7. � is a partition of E.

Proof. Since �	 is a cover of E	, each edge (u, v)
� E	 is covered by exactly one Ci � �	. Since g is a
closing function on V	, each edge (u, v) � E	 corresponds
to a distinct edge ( g(u), g(v)) � E. Since � covers E, it
is a partition of E. ■

Lemma 3.8. If �	 is a k-EP solution for G	, then � is a
k-EP solution for G.

Proof. Consider C	j � �	 and the corresponding set Cj

� � constructed by the algorithm. Since g is a closing
function on V	, �Cj� � �C	j�. Thus, if �C	j� � k for all C	j
� �	, then �Cj� � k for all Cj � �. ■

Lemma 3.9. The average charge per edge for � is less
than or equal to the average charge per edge of �	.

Proof. Consider an edge set C	j � �	. Since g is a
closing function on V	, the corresponding edge set Cj in �
has the same size as C	j. Let V	j � {v1, v2, . . . , vn} be the
vertices in the subgraph of G	 induced by C	j. Likewise, let
Vj be the set of vertices in the subgraph of G induced by the
edge set Cj. Since it is possible g( x) � g( y) for x, y � V	j,
��i�1

n { g(vi)}� � �V	j�. Thus, (�Vj�/�Cj�) � (�V	j�/�C	j�).
This implies that the average charge per edge for � is less
than or equal to the average charge per edge of �	. ■

Lemma 3.10. The complexity of close_cover is O(�E�).

Proof. Each step of the inner For loop can be done in
constant time and the inner loop executes exactly once per
edge in E	. Since �E	� � �E�, the complexity of the inner
For loop is O(�E�). The other steps of the outer For loop
(e.g., i 4 i � 1) can each be done in constant time and are
executed at most �C	� times each. Since the �C	� � �E�, the
execution of these steps is O(�E�) and the overall complex-
ity of the algorithm is O(�E�). ■

FIG. 2. Closing a k-EP solution.
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3.3. Approximation Ratio and Complexity of the k-Cover
Algorithm

In this subsection, we show that the k-cover algorithm
gives a solution which uses at most

k�1 �
1

k

2
�

1 � �8k � 1

2

times the minimum number of vertices for k-EP. We also
show that the complexity of the algorithm is linear in the
size of the graph. To apply the results from the previous
subsections, we first restate the k-cover algorithm as fol-
lows:

Procedure k-cover (G, k)

Input: A connected graph G � (V, E) and an integer k
Output: A k-EP solution � for G with an average charge
per edge of at most 1 � (2/k)

Begin
Step 1) Choose a root vertex r � V and find a rooted
spanning tree T � (V, ET) of G.
Step 2) Let G	 � (V	, E	) and g be the graph and closing
function output by open_cycles (G, T, r).
Step 3) Let �	 be the cover of G	 output by rooted_
tree_cover (G	, r, k).
Step 4) Let � be the cover of G output by close_cover (G	,
G, �	, g).
Return �
End

3.3.1. Approximation Ratio.

Theorem 3.1. For a given graph G � (V, E) and an
integer k � 3, k-cover is a

k�1 �
1

k

2
�

1 � �8k � 1

2

approximation algorithm for k-EP.

Proof. From Lemma 3.1, edges covered by rooted_
tree_cover are covered at an average charge of at most 1
� (1/k/ 2). Thus, the algorithm covers E	 at an average
charge at most 1 � (1/k/ 2). From Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8,
� is a k-EP solution for the original graph G. The average
charge per edge for � is at most 1 � (1/k/ 2) by Lemma

3.9. From Lemma 2.1, the optimal charge for any cover is at
least (1/k) (1 � �8k�1)/ 2. Therefore, the algorithm
uses at most

�1 �
1

k

2
� �

1

k

1 � �8k � 1

2
�

k�1 �
1

k

2
�

1 � �8k � 1

2

times the minimum number of vertices and is thus a

k�1 �
1

k

2
�

1 � �8k � 1

2

-approximation algorithm for k-EP. ■

3.3.2. Complexity.

Theorem 3.2. For a given graph G � (V, E), the com-
plexity of the k-cover algorithm is O(�E�).

Proof. Step 1 of the algorithm, finding a rooted span-
ning tree, can be done O(�E�) time [4]. From Lemma 3.6,
the complexity of Step 2 is also O(�E�). From Lemmas 3.4
and 3.2, the complexity of Step 3 is O(�E�). The complexity
of Step 4 is O(�E�) by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.10. Thus, the
complexity of the entire algorithm is O(�E�). ■

4. APPROXIMATION SCHEME FOR EVEN
VALUES OF k

In this section, we present an approximation scheme for
k-EP for even values of k. This approximation scheme is
based on using a postprocessing procedure to improve the
solution produced by rooted_tree_cover. The resulting
cover � will contain at most one tree with fewer than (k/ 2)
� 1 edges; the rest of the trees in � will have at least (k/ 2)
� 1 and at most k edges.

4.1. Postprocessing Procedure

Let T � (V, E) be a rooted tree with root vertex r and
let � be the partition formed by rooted_tree_cover. � in-
duces a tree of subtrees T(�) as follows. Every subtree Ci

� � is represented by a vertex in T(�). There is at most
one subtree in � that contains fewer than k/ 2 edges. If such
a subtree exists, we root T(�) at this subtree; otherwise, we
can pick an arbitrary subtree as the root. In this way, we
assure that, in the first step of the postprocessing routine, all
the subtrees (except possibly the root subtree) have at least
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k/ 2 edges. Since � is k-EP solution, none of the subtrees
will have more than k edges. If two subtrees Ci and Cj in �
have a common vertex v such that one of them contains an
edge from the unique path in T from v to r, then the
corresponding vertices in T(�) are connected by an edge
(see Appendix B for an example of this construction).

In addition to the terms defined in Subsection 3.1, we say
that vertices i and j in T(�) are brothers if they have the
same parent vertex and the corresponding subtrees, Ci and
Cj, in � have a common vertex. For convenience, we also
say that subtrees Ci and Cj are brothers. Furthermore, if p is
the parent of vertex i in T(�), we say that subtree Cp is the
parent of subtree Ci. Observe that two children of the same
parent subtree need not be brothers. If subtrees Ci and Cj are
both children of subtree Cp, they are brothers only if Ci �
Cj induces a connected subtree of T.

As with rooted_tree_cover, our postprocessing routine
uses a postorder traversal to visit the vertices of T(�). In
following discussion, let Ci be the subtree corresponding to
the vertex i of T(�) currently being visited and let Cp be its
parent. Our procedure maintains the invariant condition that
all the descendants of the current subtree have at least (k/ 2)
� 1 (and at most k) edges. The routine works as follows: If
�Ci� � (k/ 2) � 1, then we move to the next vertex in T(�)
as indicated by the postorder. Otherwise, �Ci� � (k/ 2)
edges and there are three cases to consider:

1. If Ci has a brother Cj with k/ 2 edges, then we replace
this pair of brothers by their union to create a subtree
with at most k edges, that is, we let Cj � Ci � Cj and
remove Ci from �.

2. Otherwise, if the parent Cp of Ci has at most k/ 2 edges,
we replace the parent and this child by their union to
create a subtree with at most k edges, that is, we let Cp

� Ci � Cj and remove Ci from �.
3. Otherwise, we repeat the following process until (k/ 2)

� 1 � �Ci� � k:
Let u � V be the vertex that subtree Ci shares with its

parent Cp. If u is a leaf in Cp, then we move the adjacent
edge (u, v) � Cp from the parent to the child, that is, Cp

4 Cp�{(u, v)} and Ci 4 Ci � {(u, v)}.
If u is not a leaf in the parent subtree, then it must have

child-trees that are subtrees of Cp. Since �Cp� � k, at
least one of the child-trees of u, say Tu � Cp, has at
most k/ 2 edges. We move the edge set Tu from Cp to Ci.
Since �Ci� � k/ 2 and �Tu� � k/ 2, the resulting subtree
has at most k edges.

After completing the operations described above for the
appropriate case for the current subtree, we move to the next
subtree indicated by the postorder. We will terminate at the
root of T(�) which has no parent. An example of the
routine is given in Appendix B. At the end of the postpro-
cessing routine, the root subtree may have fewer than k/ 2
edges. By construction, however, the rest of the subtrees in
the cover will have at least (k/ 2) � 1 edges. As a result, we
may state the following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. Given a tree T � (V, E) and an even integer
k, there is a partition of E into subtrees � � {T1, T2, . . . ,
Tr} such that �Ti� � (k/2) � 1 for Ti � ��{Tr} and �Ti� � k
for all Ti � �.

Note that after the postprocessing procedure at most one
subtree has fewer than (k/ 2) � 1 edges. Let Er denote the
edges of this special subtree. The remaining �E� � �Er�
edges are covered by subtrees of size (k/ 2) � 1 or greater.
Thus, the edges in E�Er are covered at a charge of at most
1 � [2/(k � 2)]. Since the maximum charge per edge in
Er is 2, the average charge per edge after postprocessing is
at most

2
�Er�
�E� � �1 �

2

k � 2� �E� � �Er�
�E� .

Now, suppose that �E� 
 Mk for some large number M.
Since �Er� � (k/ 2) and (�E� � �Er�/�E�) � 1, the average
charge per edge is at most

2
�Er�
�E� � �1 �

2

k � 2� �E� � �Er�
�E� �

1

M
� �1 �

2

k � 2� .

By Lemma 2.1, the approximation ratio in this case (�E� 

Mk) is at most

1

M
1 � �8k � 1

2

�

k�1 �
2

k � 2�
1 � �8k � 1

2

.

We assume that the graph G � (V, E) has a relatively
large number of edges with respect to k (otherwise, we can
find an optimal solution by enumerating all possibilities to
cover E by subsets with at most k edges). Thus, our ap-
proximation scheme works as follows: Given � 
 0, we find
the smallest M such that

1

M
1 � �8k � 1

2

	 �.

If �E� � Mk, then we find an optimal solution by enumer-
ating all the possible ways to partition E into subsets of at
most k edges. Otherwise, if �E� 
 Mk, we apply the
postprocessing routine to the cover produced by rooted_
tree_cover and the result is a solution with an approximation
ratio of

k�1 �
2

k � 2�
1 � �8k � 1

2

� �.
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The complexity of the enumeration is at most O(2(k
Mk))

(by substituting for M, we can express this complexity in
terms of � and k). The complexity of rooted_tree_cover
followed by the postprocessing routine is clearly polyno-
mial in �E�. Thus, the postprocessing routine will result in
an approximation scheme for even k values such that for
any � 
 0 there is an approximation algorithm providing a
ratio of

k�1 �
2

k � 2�
1 � �8k � 1

2

� �

with complexity O( f(�, k, �E�)), where f is polynomial in
�E� and exponential in � and k.
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APPENDIX A: EXAMPLE OF
ROOTED_TREE_COVER

As described in Subsection 3.1, rooted_tree_cover would
cover the edges of the tree shown in Figure 3 with three
subtrees: the 4-edge set of boldface edges, the 3-edge set of
edges indicated by dashed lines, and the 5-edge subtree
comprised of the other edges. Since k � 7, the algorithm
does not cover any edges until it reaches vertex 5. The
4-edge subtree would be covered first. The edges of T5

would then be removed from the tree as shown in Figure 4.
After the edges of T5 are removed from the tree, there are

eight edges left in the tree. Since k � 7 � 8 � (3k)/ 2
� 11.5, the algorithm proceeds to the Else statement in
Phase 2 and we get p � 13. The sizes of the child-trees of
vertex 13 are �T5� � �T6� � 0, �T9� � 2, and �T12� � 2. So,
9 is the largest index p less than 13 such that
¥j�1, j�ch(13)�T

p (�Tj� � 1) � 7. Thus, the algorithm covers
the remaining edges with T	 � {(13, 5), (13, 6), (13, 9),
(9, 7), (9, 8)} and T�T	 � {(13, 12), (12, 11), (12,
10)}. Even though the last subtree covered has 3 � k/ 2
edges, the average charge per edge is 15/12 � 9/7 � 1
� (1/k/ 2).

APPENDIX B: EXAMPLE OF THE
POSTPROCESSING ROUTINE

Figure 5 shows a tree rooted at node 16. Consider the
following solution returned by rooted_tree_cover when
k � 6: � � {C1, C2, C3, C4}, where C1 � {(1, 4), (2, 4),

FIG. 3. Example of rooted_tree_cover with k � 7.

FIG. 4. Example tree after the edges of T5 are removed.
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(3, 4)}, C2 � {(5, 8), (6, 8), (7, 8)}, C3 � {(4, 9), (8, 9), (9, 16),
(10, 16)}, and the five remaining edges are covered by C4.
This solution uses 19 vertices to cover 15 edges.

We begin the postprocessing routine by visiting sub-
tree C1 and moving the edge (4, 9) from the parent
subtree C3 to C1. Next, we visit subtree C2 and move edge
(8, 9) from C3 to C2. Thus, subtree C3 only has two edges
when it is visited by the postprocessing routine. Notice
that C3 intersects its parent subtree C4 at node 16 which
is not a leaf node in C4. The two child-trees of node 16 in
C4 are T1 � {(11, 13), (12, 13), (13, 16)} and T2 � {(14,
15), (15, 16)}. Since neither of these subtrees have more
than three edges (k/2), we are free to merge either one
with C3. If we move the edge set T1 from C4 to C3, the
improved solution is as follows: C1 � {(1, 4), (2, 4), (3, 4),
(4, 9)}, C2 � {(5, 8), (6, 8), (7, 8), (8, 9)}, C3 � {(9, 16),
(10, 16), (11, 13), (12, 13), (13, 16)}, and C4 � {(14, 15),
(15, 16)}, which uses 18 nodes to cover 15 edges.
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